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Abstract
Creating, maintaining, and operating software artifacts is a long ongoing challenge. Various management strategies have been developed and are frequently used. Nevertheless, a unification of describing
the management strategies to compare them is an open question. We present ßMACH as an answer.
ßMACH allows systematic descriptions and checks independently from the management strategy. In
this paper, we test parts of ßMACH on the example of performance requirements. So we applied ßMACH
to V-Model and Scrum.
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1. Introduction
From a software engineer’s perspective, software artifacts like source code, executable,
and documentation need an active management. How to achieve this is an open, but
frequently discussed question [1, 2].
Software process models are commonly used to manage software artifacts, as well as
the software life cycle [3, 4]. Well-known examples for software process models are the
V-model [5, 6] and Scrum [7]. Thus, the need to manage software artifacts is known for
a long time, and diﬀerent strategies have evolved [8, 9]. Never the less much is unclear:
1) The software life cycle demands that software artifacts are, e.g., changed, and
maintained. The V-model aims to deliver the software to the buyer, so it does not
include maintenance or later changes. Scrum describes the management of a software
project. A project is limited in time, so ongoing maintenance or changing the software
is not directly covered. Some DevOps [10, 11] strategies use Scrum like proceedings to
overcome these limitations, so it seems to be an open demand. As a result, it is unclear
which phases of the software life cycle need to be covered or when the management of
software artifacts should be started or ended.
2) The demanded performance of a system or a component should be adequate to use
the system [9]. To use the V-model, we have to specify the performance before starting
the software development. Therefore, we use, e.g., requirement engineering to ﬁnd out
the needed performance and a usable description. We can test the demands later on. In
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Scrum, we deﬁne the system by user stories (in the backlog). However, an oﬃce user
will not specify the time he can wait for a request to ﬁnish, the acceptable probability of
requests taking longer, and the hardware infrastructure a cloud operator has to provide.
Accordingly, it is uncommon to have a performance deﬁnition in the backlog. So, the
performance needs to be estimated during the Scrum process, discussed with the buyer,
or other roles. As a result, it is not clear how to describe the product or its performance.
Luckily, various ideas on how to manage software artifacts exist. While V-model,
Scrum, and Software life cycle are just basic examples, change management [12, 13], microservices [14], usage of best practices as given by Martin [15], or the use of results from
Human Resource Management [16] are additional and well-known strategies. However, it
is unclear how to describe the management in a uniform language, compare management
proceedings based on standards, or survey a management method.
We propose the Systematic Software Management Approaches Characterization Helper
(ßMACH), it is at least a partial answer to the ongoing challenges of software artifacts’
management. ßMACH groups key aspects for software management based on an ontology to describe a software management proceeding systematically. Thereby, ßMACH
deﬁnes a uniform description/language and starting point for future comparisons and
analysis of management strategies. This paper uses (parts of) ßMACH to look into
performance management exemplarily for the V-model and Scrum. We describe the ﬁlling of the ßMACH protocol to introduce it and better understand the software process
models. This paper serve as an early discussion point on ßMACH and its capabilities.

2. The ßMACH Protocol
ßMACH is a guidance protocol throughout the software development process or other
software artifact management strategies. It oﬀers the key aspects of management in
a protocol and connects them. Therefore, ßMACH uses speciﬁc wording-terms mostly
based on knowledge management to bring diﬀerent management approaches to a common denominator. This enables the ßMACH method to work with various software
development frameworks, software process models, agile management strategies, artifact
based proceedings, etc. In particular, the ßMACH protocol consists of three parts:
1) A section of metadata to describe and identify the management proceeding based
on the team involved, the product, the company, date of ﬁlling the protocol, etc.
2) A short description of the management framework used and how it works. Probably
by the tailoring of well-known strategies.
3) A table of aspects that have to be handled by any proceeding ﬁlled with answers.
The ßMACH protocol guides the ﬁlling person through asking diﬀerent predeﬁned questions concerning all possible software artifacts. Thereby, the ßMACH protocol ensures
that all key aspects of the software artifact management process are considered.
In this paper, we take a deeper look at the abilities of the ßMACH protocol to describe and explain performance characteristics, requirements, and solutions in a software
development process. To underline the generality of ßMACH, we look at Scrum as a representative for agile and the V-model for non-agile development processes. Accordingly,

we only discuss a small subset of the ßMACH protocol focusing on performance.
An excerpt of the ßMACH protocol is depicted in Fig. 1. The protocol itself does not
prescribe the table’s ﬁlling order. In the following, we discuss four of the ﬁve columns
of ßMACH, to distinguish diﬀerent origins of knowledge.
In general, the ßMACH method gives ﬁve columns to describe all key aspects within
a software development process, where it is mandatory to ﬁll all cells. We start with a
discussion of Scrum, in concrete we start with a description of artifacts, this knowledge is
given by ßMACH in the row Product Properties (see Fig. 1). The ﬁrst column is Product
Knowledge. It contains all knowledge that is needed to describe software artifacts. E.g.,
for Scrum, this is the Sprint Backlog, as knowledge of the Sprint Backlog is enough to
complete a Sprint and get the software artifact in a more complete state.
The next column in ßMACH is Demanded Knowledge. As Sprint Backlogs are not initially available, they are Demanded Knowledge by ßMACH’s deﬁnition, which indicates
that this knowledge must be deﬁned over time.
Next, ßMACH oﬀers a column for the Roles. Here, all roles are named that provide
knowledge to a process of the software artifact lifecycle. Within the development process,
these are the developers, as they know how to extend the product.
Furthermore, ßMACH names the Process Knowledge. This knowledge comprises all
information to perform the process that realizes the product properties.
For example, in Scrum, we have to deﬁne where the Sprint Backlog comes from. It
is developed based on the Product Backlog, thus it is based on the Product Knowledge,
which we have to describe, too. The product backlog is not directly a description of
the product (even if used to create the Sprint Backlog). Instead, it is a list of items we
have conﬁrmed to realize. Thus, it is a responsibility in terms of ßMACH. The Product
Backlog is not a stable artifact. It is developed by the complete Scrum team based on
discussions – this gives the Demanded Knowledge, the Roles, and the Process.
The missing link is how to get from the Product Backlog to the Sprint Backlog. The
Scrum team creates the Sprint Backlog in a discussion, where it deﬁnes Processes, Roles,
Product Knowledge, and Demanded Knowledge.
In the following, we describe performance in the ßMACH protocol: The column where
performance is deﬁned varies with the paradigm used. Since performance deﬁnition is
part of the discussion in Scrum, it is deﬁned as an important aspect of an item in the
Sprint Backlog, or it can be a more general demand as an item of the Product Backlog.
Accordingly, performance is Product Knowledge but can be Demanded Knowledge, too.
Contrary to Scrum, the V-model immediately starts with a Requirements Document.
Based on the document, Software Designs are created (by diﬀerent phases of the Vmodel), and the last Software Design is ﬁne enough to start programming. Tests are
deﬁned parallelly based on Software Designs and Requirements. Moreover, a team is
responsible for fulﬁlling the requirements in the Requirements Document.
The V-model’s requirements, and thus the performance, are initially deﬁned and cannot be changed over time. So, this is the deﬁnition of the product to deliver. Accordingly,
it is Product Knowledge of the Outside Responsibilities. As the document is present
initially, no Demanded Knowledge is required for Product Properties. The respected
knowledge is addressed in the rows for Product Properties in the table of ßMACH. The
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Explanation for Aspects the Team is Responsible for:
Inside Product Properties

No other team exists in the example, so nothing to know.

No product knowledge, so no
demanded knowledge

No product knowledge, so no
roles needed

No product knowledge, so no
process needed

Outside Product Properties

Software Designs

Software Designs needs to be
developed

Each phases can use a own
team, capable of performing
the process

Inside Responsibilities

No other team exists in the example, so nothing to know.
Requirements Document

No product knowledge, so no
demanded knowledge
The knowledge/requirements
is known in before

No product knowledge, so no
roles needed
nothing to do, requirements
are fixed

Refinement of the Requirements Document or a Software
Design from phase before
Programming
Testing based on Software Designs
No product knowledge, so no
process needed
nothing to process, requirements are fixed

Outside
ties

Responsibili-

(a) Description of the V-model.
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Explanation for Aspects the Team is Responsible for:
Inside Product Properties

Sprint Backlog

Sprint Backlog, new for each
sprint

Developer, Scrum Team

Outside Product Properties

All stakeholder are part of the
team, so nothing to know.

No product knowledge, so no
demanded knowledge

No product knowledge, so no
roles needed

Developers process items of
Sprint Backlog, Discussion
of Sprint Backlog based on
Product Backlog (also performance)
No product knowledge, so no
process needed

Inside Responsibilities

No other team exists in the example, so nothing to know.

No product knowledge, so no
demanded knowledge

Scrum Team

Discussion (also performance)

Outside
ties

Product Backlog

Product Backlog needs to be
created and can change

No product knowledge, so no
roles needed

No product knowledge, so no
process needed

Responsibili-

(b) Description of Scrum.
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Figure 1: Given are descriptions of software process models based on a subset of the ßMACH protocol.
ßMACH defines a set of key aspects to describe. Each cell of the table represents an aspect. ßMACH
defines a coloring. Based on the management proceeding, light green is used for aspects that do not
need active management (the aspect is realized without a need for actions). Darker green indicates
an aspect that is provided by another aspect without a need for active management. Violet is used
for aspects that are used or require by additional aspects. Such an aspect is likely of special interest.
Arrows with a peak-end describe based on which other aspect an aspect is provided. An arrow with a
round-end gives a demand relation. The other aspect needs the aspect at the round-end. The aspects
in the tables are described in the paper, the filling of the aspects, too.

protocol contains these rows for Inside and Outside Product Properties, where Inside
means a joined work of teams on the same project, while outside describes a product
dealing with an external party. The requirements are then tested by the buyer, so we
do not need to process the responsibilities and do not need a special role to do so.
The design phases of the V-model produce Software Designs, and these are Product
Knowledge of the Product Properties. It needs to be created by performing the V-model,
so it is also Demanded Knowledge based on a reﬁnement of the Requirements Document
or a Software Design (see Fig. 1).

3. Observations
Due to the focus on performance, we only had a minimal look at ßMACH in the last
section. Thus, many aspects of ßMACH are ignored, like interfaces, dependencies, information recording, maintenance, and product improvement. Nevertheless, we got a
comparison of Scrum and the V-model, and we can obtain the following observations:

First, the V-model deﬁnes performance based on the initial requirements document
that is not changed later on. In Fig. 1a the requirements document is a direct or indirect
knowledge source for many aspects/cells in ßMACH. As a result, reﬁning the design
process, programming, and testing has to consider the performance-based requirements.
Contrary, Scrum discusses the performance aspects within the Scrum team, including,
e.g., buyers, and users. The product backlog is demanded by a process in Fig. 1b.
Second, diﬀerent rows are ﬁlled within the ßMACH protocol to describe the management (see Fig. 1a and 1b). While the V-model uses the rows marked as outside, Scrum
uses the rows marked as inside. This is a direct representation of diﬀerent management
philosophies. Scrum includes buyers, users, etc., while the V-model does not.
Third, while the Scrum process (Process Knowledge) is mainly based on discussions,
the V-model relies on reﬁnement and testing. Despite these diﬀerences, both software
process models provide a set of artifacts to represent the product knowledge. While
this was expected for an artifact-based software process model like the V-model, it also
applies to Scrum using the Backlogs. However, Scrum has less of such artifacts, but the
artifacts seem to be an essential part.
Forth, we can identify shortcomings of the management strategies or the representation
of the strategies in this paper. The principle description of the V-model does not give a
detailed description of the roles and the proceeding in the phases. In Scrum, processes
are based on discussions, or the team knows how to do them. This describes a lack of
information about the concrete process and problems of knowledge persistence, e.g., to
compensate changes in the team.
The presented observations are neither new ﬁndings nor unexpected. The important
aspect is, the ﬁndings are directly based on the ßMACH protocol. Thus, we can exemplify
that the ßMACH protocol helps to represent and understand management strategies.
Also, a comparison is enabled by the aspects/cells of the ßMACH protocol and the
knowledge transformations described in Fig. 1a and 1b.

4. Conclusion
This paper gives only a coarse introduction to ßMACH. It does not yet provide ﬁndings
for a customized software management process, tool-based management of performance,
or a model-based development. Therefore, a detailed introduction to ßMACH and the according discussion of software management principles are in progress. A ﬁrst evaluation
of ßMACH is prepared, too. As an immediate step, we collect additional input.
Based on the observations we have provided, ßMACH can explain how knowledge is
transformed and represented by software management strategies. Furthermore, ßMACH
can clearly distinguish between diﬀerent management strategies. Even if knowledge
sources or representation artifacts are not described as a major part of a management
process, by the idea of process-centric management, the importance of such artifacts and
shortcomings in management are identiﬁed by the ßMACH protocol.
Even if the used examples are well understood and the observations are nothing new,
we can state the representation of the ﬁndings by ßMACH. Furthermore, we expect

similar results for other management strategies. A supervised student thesis already
indicated similar ﬁndings and lessons learned. Thus, we can state that the systematic
presentation of management strategies – based on the well-deﬁned key aspects of ßMACH
that we introduced in this paper – helps to understand and compare management strategies for software artifacts. Also, ßMACH can analyze the performance management and
enable future community discussions regarding the management proceeding.
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